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Anton Alekseev Arkady Berenstein Benjamin Hoffman Yanpeng Li
Abstract
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. There are two natural duality constructions that
assign to it the Langlands dual group G∨ and the Poisson-Lie dual group G∗. The main result
of this paper is the following relation between these two objects: the integral cone defined by the
cluster structure and the Berenstein-Kazhdan potential on the double Bruhat cell G∨;w0,e ⊂ G∨ is
isomorphic to the integral Bohr-Sommerfeld cone defined by the Poisson structure on the partial
tropicalization of K∗ ⊂ G∗ (the Poisson-Lie dual of the compact form K ⊂ G). By [5], the first
cone parametrizes the canonical bases of irreducible G-modules. The corresponding points in the
second cone belong to integral symplectic leaves of the partial tropicalization labeled by the highest
weight of the representation. As a by-product of our construction, we show that symplectic volumes
of generic symplectic leaves in the partial tropicalization of K∗ are equal to symplectic volumes of
the corresponding coadjoint orbits in Lie(K)∗.
To achieve these goals, we make use of (Langlands dual) double cluster varieties defined by Fock
and Goncharov [9]. These are pairs of cluster varieties whose seed matrices are transpose to each
other. There is a naturally defined isomorphism between their tropicalizations. The isomorphism
between the cones described above is a particular instance of such an isomorphism associated to the
double Bruhat cells Gw0,e ⊂ G and G∨;w0,e ⊂ G∨.
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1 Introduction
Let K be a compact connected semisimple Lie group. There are two very interesting duality con-
structions which involve K . First, one can associate to it the Langlands dual group K∨ corresponding
to the root system dual to the one of K . Second, the group K carries the standard Poisson-Lie structure
πK . As a Poisson-Lie group, it admits the dual Poisson-Lie group K∗.
The groupK∨ is a compact connected semisimple Lie group while the groupK∗ is solvable. Despite
this fact, they share some common features. Let T ⊂ K be a maximal torus of K and t = Lie(T ) be its
Lie algebra. The Lie algebra t∨ = Lie(T∨) of the maximal torus T∨ ⊂ K∨ is in a natural duality with t:
t∨ ∼= Hom(S1, T )∗ ⊗Z R ∼= Hom(T, S1)⊗Z R ∼= t∗.
The Lie group K∗ ∼= N−A is isomorphic to a semi-direct product of the maximal nilpotent subgroup
N− ⊂ G = KC and the abelian group A = exp(
√−1t). The Lie algebra
√−1t ∼= t∗
plays a role analogous to the one of Cartan subalgebra for the group K∗. The isomorphism above is
induced by the invariant scalar product on k = Lie(K) used to define the standard Poisson structures on
K and K∗.
Furthermore, both the Langlands dual group and the Poisson-Lie dual group can be used to parametrize
representations of K (or finite dimensional representations of G = KC). On one hand, by the Borel-
Weil-Bott Theorem, geometric quantization of coadjoint orbits passing through dominant integral weights
in t∗ yields all irreducible representations of K . By the Ginzburg-Weinstein Theorem [13], the Poisson
spaces K∗ and k∗ are isomorphic to each other and we can extend the Borel-Weil-Bott result to K∗,
where for a dominant integral weight λ ∈ t∗ ∼= √−1t we consider the K-dressing orbit in K∗ passing
through exp(λ).
On the other hand, beginning with the Borel subgroup B∨− ⊂ G∨ = (K∨)C, Berenstein and Kazhdan
[5] constructed an integral polyhedral cone CG
∨
BK together with a tropical highest weight map
hw∨t : CG
∨
BK → t∨ ∼= t∗.
Fibers of hw∨t parametrize canonical bases of irreducible finite dimensional representations of G.
It is the goal of this paper to establish a relation between the two duality constructions described
above.
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There are several tools that we are using to this effect. First, following [9] we introduce the notion of
a double cluster variety, which is a pairA andA∨ of cluster varieties whose seed matrices are transpose
to one another. There exists natural maps between the corresponding cluster charts. After tropicalization,
all of these maps match and give rise to a global duality map between the tropical cluster varieties
ψ : At → (A∨)t.
Our main example is that of the double Bruhat cells Gw0,e ⊂ B− and G∨;w0,e ⊂ B∨−. In this case,
the relationship between tropicalizations can be further improved: each comes equipped with a potential
function called ΦBK and Φ∨BK , respectively. These cut out polyhedral cones C
G
BK and C
G∨
BK in the
tropical varieties. We show that our comparison map ψ maps one of these cones into the other, and
preserves their Kashiwara crystal structure (up to some scaling). This gives a new perspective on a result
of Kashiwara [18] and Frenkel-Hernandez [8].
For the discussion of the Poisson-Lie dual K∗, we turn to the notion of partial tropicalization that
we introduced in [1]. The partial tropicalization PT (K∗) of K∗ is a product CGBK(R) × T of the real
Berenstein-Kazhdan cone CGBK(R) and a torus T . It comes equipped with a constant Poisson structure
which induces integral affine structures on symplectic leaves. Together with the structure of the weight
lattice of K , they define a natural Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice Λ ⊂ CGBK(R).
We show that
ψ(Λ) = CG
∨
BK .
That is, the integral Bohr-Sommerfeld cone Λ defined by the Poisson-Lie data on K∗ is isomorphic to
the integral cone CG
∨
BK defined by the cluster structure and the potential Φ
∨
BK on the double Bruhat cell
G∨;w0,e ⊂ G∨. The isomorphism is given by the tropical duality map of the double cluster variety.
In more detail, the cone CG
∨
BK parametrizes canonical bases of irreducible G-modules. For the repre-
sentation with highest weight λ, the canonical basis in Vλ is parametrized by the points of hw
−t(λ) ⊂
CG
∨
BK , where hw
t is the tropical highest weight map. The preimage of this set under the duality map ψ is
exactly the set of points of Λ which belongs to the integral symplectic leaf in the partial tropicalization
ofK∗ corresponding to the weight λ. The relations are depicted in Figure 1.
coadjoint orbits O(λ)
Integral
Irreducible G-modules hwt : CG
∨
BK → t∗
Fibers of
leaves of PT (K∗)
Integral symplectic
Figure 1
As a by-product of our construction, we show that for generic λ ∈ t∗ the volume of the symplectic
leaf in PT (K∗) coincides with the volume of the coadjoint orbit in k∗ passing through λ.
The results of this article have already been used in applications. In [2], Jeremy Lane and three of
the authors use the partial tropicalization PT (K∗) to study the s → −∞ limiting behavior a family of
symplectic forms ωsλ on the regular coadjoint orbit K · λ ∼= K/T . In a forthcoming work [3], the same
authors use PT (K∗) to establish tight lower bounds on the Gromov width of regular coadjoint orbits of
K , as well as all other multiplicity-free K-spaces with regular moment map image.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall the relevant background material on
algebraic groups and positivity theory. In Section 4 we define the notion of a double cluster variety and
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introduce the comparison map ψ. Our main application is in Section 5, where we consider double Bruhat
cells as double cluster varieties. Here we also consider the image of the BK cone and its crystal structure
under the comparison map. Finally, in Section 6 we recall the partial tropicalization PT (K∗) of a dual
Poisson-Lie group, and consider the Poisson geometry of PT (K∗) in light of our previous discussion.
In particular, we derive the relationship between PT (K∗) and the representation theory of G described
above. In Appendix A we describe explicitly the comparison map between the cones for SO2n+1 and
its Langlands dual group Sp2n. In Appendix B we describe the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice in the more
general context of tropical Poisson varieties.
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Semenov-Tian-Shansky for their useful comments and discussions, and to D. R. Youmans for his helpful
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the European Research Council (ERC), by the grants number 178794 and 178828 of the Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNSF) and by the NCCR SwissMAP of the SNSF. B.H. was supported by the
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship under Grant Number DGE-1650441. A.B.
and B.H. express their gratitude for hospitality and support during their visits to Switzerland in 2017 and
2018.
2 Background on Semisimple Algebraic Groups
Let A = [aij ] be a symmetrizable Cartan matrix, where i, j ∈ I = {1, . . . , r}. That is, aii = 2
and aij ∈ Z60 for i 6= j, and there exists a sequence of positive integers d = {d1, . . . , dr} called a
symmetrizer so that aijdj = ajidi. The matrix AD is positive-definite, where D = diag(d1, . . . , dr),
and (AD)T = AD. Clearly, A is symmetrizable in the usual sense via:
d
di
aij =
d
dj
aji
for any natural number d divisible by all di.
Let g = g(A) be the semisimple Lie algebra over Q corresponding to the Cartan matrix A. Recall
that g is generated by {Ei, Fi}ri=1 subject to the Serre relations [15]. Denote by α∨i = [Ei, Fi] the i th
simple coroot and by h the span of all simple coroots. Let h∗ be the linear dual space and choose a basis
of simple roots α1, . . . , αr ∈ h∗ such that
〈αj , α∨i 〉 = aij. (1)
Using this definition and a chosen symmetrizer d, we can define a symmetric bilinear form on h:
(α∨i , α
∨
j ) := aijdj.
This form uniquely extends to a g-invariant symmetric bilinear form on g, and induces a symmetric
bilinear form on h∗:
(αi, αj) = d
−1
i aij,
as well as an isomorphism ψ : h→ h∗ such that
ψ(α∨i ) = diαi.
The formulas above imply the following standard identities:
di =
aii
(αi, αi)
=
2
(αi, αi)
, aij = di(αi, αj) = 2
(αi, αj)
(αi, αi)
, ψ(α∨i ) =
2αi
(αi, αi)
.
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Fix a positive integer d such that each di divides d (for instance, we can choose d = lcm{d1, . . . , di}).
Note that d∨ := {d∨i := d/di} defines a symmetrizer for the transposed Cartan matrixA∨ = AT = [aji].
Indeed,
A∨D∨ = dATD−1 = d(D−1AD)D−1 = dD−1A = (A∨D∨)T .
Define the dual Lie algebra g∨ = g(A∨) with generators E∨i , F
∨
i , and choose the standard identification
h∨ = h∗ via
[E∨i , F
∨
i ] = αi.
The symmetrizer d∨ defines new symmetric bilinear forms (·, ·)∨ on h = (h∨)∗ and h∗ = h∨ as well as
a map ψ∨ : h∗ → h. It is easy to check that
(·, ·)∨h = d−1(·, ·)h, (·, ·)∨h∗ = d(·, ·)h∗ , ψ∨ = dψ−1.
The fundamental weights ωi ∈ h∗ associated to the given simple coroots are defined by
〈ωi, α∨j 〉 = δij . (2)
The lattice generated by {ωi} is the weight lattice of g, which we denote by P . By (1) and (2), one has
(α1, . . . , αr) = (ω1, . . . , ωr)A, i.e. αi =
r∑
j=1
ajiωj. (3)
Let Q be the root lattice and P∨ = Hom(Q,Z) ⊂ h be the dual lattice of Q with dual basis {ω∨i }. Thus
(α∨i , ω
∨
j ) = 〈α∨i , ψ(ω∨j )〉 = djδij , (α∨1 , . . . , α∨r ) = (ω∨1 , . . . , ω∨r )AT .
Let Q∨ = Hom(P,Z) ⊂ h be the dual lattice of P , which is just the coroot lattice.
Now let us recall the notion of character and cocharacter lattice. Let Gm be the multiplicative group
defined over Q. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group defined over Q with Lie algebra g. Let H be the
maximal torus ofG andX∗(H) = Hom(H,Gm) the character lattice ofH . For any γ ∈ X∗(H), denote
the multiplicative character by γ : h 7→ hγ . LetX∗(H) = Hom(Gm,H) be the cocharacter lattice ofH .
Define the subset
X∗+ = {λ ∈ h∗ | 〈λ, α∨i 〉 ∈ Z>0 for all i ∈ I} ⊂ X∗(H),
which is the set of dominant weights of G.
In summary, we have the following lattices:
Q ⊂ X∗(H) ⊂ P ; Q∨ ⊂ X∗(H) ⊂ P∨.
Example 2.1. Let G = SL2 and H be the subgroup of diagonal matrices. The roots of sl2 give the
following characters of H
α :
[
a 0
0 a−1
]
7→ a2, −α :
[
a 0
0 a−1
]
7→ a−2.
ThereforeX∗(H) = 12Zα = Zω, where ω =
1
2α is the only fundamental weight. The cocharacter lattice
is X∗(H) = Zα∨, where α∨ is the simple coroot of the root α. The dual of the weight lattice is Zα∨.
Thus we know:
Q(sl2) ⊂ X∗(H) = P (sl2); Q∨(sl2) = X∗(H) ⊂ P∨(sl2).
We will come back to this example later.
The quadruple of (X∗, Q;X∗, Q∨) is called root datum ofG, and the dual root datum (X∗, Q∨;X∗, Q)
is defined by switching characters with cocharacters, and roots with coroots. The Langlands dual group
G∨ is the connected semisimple group whose root datum is dual to that of G. Let H∨ be the maximal
torus of G∨. If G is semisimple, the map ψ restricts to cocharacter lattice:
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Proposition 2.2. One can choose the symmetrizer d such that the isomorphism ψ restricts to a lattice
(abelian group) homomorphism
ψ : X∗(H)→ X∗(H) = X∗(H∨),
which induces a group homomorphism ΨH : H → H∨.
Proof. Since X∗(H) ⊂ P∨ and Q ⊂ X∗(H), it suffices to show that d can be chosen so that ψ(P∨) ⊂
Q. Considering (3) for the Lie algebra g∨ gives
(ω∨1 , . . . , ω
∨
r ) = (α
∨
1 , . . . , α
∨
r )A
−T , (4)
where we write A−T = (AT )−1. Applying ψ : h→ h∗ to both sides of (4), one finds
(ψ(ω∨1 ), . . . , ψ(ω
∨
r )) = (ψ(α
∨
1 ), . . . , ψ(α
∨
r ))A
−T = (α1, . . . , αr)DA−T .
It is enough then to choose d so that DA−T is an integer matrix; since A is invertible over Q, this is
always possible. ♦
Note that if G is simply connected, any symmetrizer d satisfies Proposition 2.2. In the remainder of
the paper, we fix a symmetrizer d as in Proposition 2.2.
Example 2.3. Here we list some examples of Langlands dual groups:
SL(n)∨ = PSL(n), SO(2n + 1)∨ = Sp(2n), Spin(2n)∨ = SO(2n)/{±1}, SO(2n)∨ = SO(2n).
3 Positive Varieties
In this section, we briefly recall basic definitions of positivity theory and fix the notation.
Consider a split algebraic torus S ∼= Gnm. Denote the character lattice of S by St = Hom(S,Gm)
and the cocharacter lattice by St = Hom(Gm, S). The lattices St and St are naturally in duality. The
coordinate algebra Q[S] is the group algebra (over Q) of the lattice St, that is, each f ∈ Q[S] can be
written as
f =
∑
χ∈St
cχχ, (5)
where only a finite number of coefficients cχ are non-zero.
Let φ : S → S′ be a positive rational map (defined below). Following [5], we associate to φ a
tropicalized map φt : St → (S′)t in the following way:
Case 1. If φ is a positive regular function on S, i.e. φ has form as (5) with all cχ > 0, then:
φt : St → Gtm = Z : ξ 7→ min
χ; cχ>0
〈χ, ξ〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 : St × St → Z is the canonical pairing.
Case 2. If φ is a positive rational function on S, i.e. φ = f/g with f, g positive regular functions:
φt := f t − gt.
Case 3. Let φ : S → S′ be a positive rational map, i.e. the component functions of φ are positive
rational functions on S. Define φt : St → (S′)t as the unique map such that for every character χ ∈ S′t
and for every cocharacter ξ ∈ St we have
〈χ, φt(ξ)〉 = (χ ◦ φ)t(ξ).
A more concrete description is as follows. Let φ1, . . . , φm be the components of φ given by the splitting
S′ ∼= Gmm. Then, in the induced coordinates on (S′)t, we have
φt = (φt1, . . . , φ
t
m).
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Example 3.1. The positive rational map
φ : G3m → G3m : (x1, x2, x3) 7→
(
x2x3
x1 + x3
, x1 + x3,
x1x2
x1 + x3
)
has tropicalization
φt : (G3m)
t ∼= Z3 → (G3m)t ∼= Z3;
(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) 7→ (ξ2 + ξ3 −min{ξ1, ξ3},min{ξ1, ξ3}, ξ1 + ξ2 −min{ξ1, ξ3}) .
Note that φt is linear on the chambers ξ1 < ξ3 and ξ1 > ξ3.
Definition 3.2. [1, Definition 2.9, 2.16, 2.19] Let X be an irreducible scheme over Q. A toric chart
is an open embedding θ : S → X from a split algebraic torus S to X. Two charts θ1 : S1 → X and
θ2 : S2 → X are called positively equivalent if θ−11 ◦ θ2 : S2 → S1 and θ−12 ◦ θ1 : S1 → S2 are positive
rational maps. A positive variety is a pair (X,ΘX), where ΘX is a positive equivalence class of toric
charts. If θ ∈ ΘX , we sometimes writeΘX = [θ]. Denote (X, θ) the framed positive variety with a fixed
toric chart θ.
Since θ is an open map, it induces an inclusion of coordinate algebras. We identify the coordinate
algebra of X with a subalgebra of Q[S].
Example 3.3. LetN ⊂ SL3 be the group of unipotent upper-triangular matrices. Define θ : S = G3m →
N by
θ(x1, x2, x3) =
1 x1 00 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 00 1 x2
0 0 1
1 x3 00 1 0
0 0 1
 =
1 x1 + x3 x1x20 1 x2
0 0 1
 .
Then θ is a toric chart on N .
Definition 3.4. A positive map of positive varieties φ : (X,ΘX )→ (Y,ΘY ) is a rational map φ : X → Y
so that for some (equivalently any) θX ∈ ΘX and θY ∈ ΘY , the rational map θ−1Y ◦ φ ◦ θX : S → S′ is
positive.
Tropicalization extends to positive varieties: if (X, θ : S → X) is a framed positive variety, set
(X, θ)t := Hom(Gm, S) = S
t.
A positive rational map φ : (X, θX )→ (Y, θY ) has a tropicalization
φt := (θ−1Y ◦ φ ◦ θX)t : (X, θX)t → (Y, θY )t,
and tropicalization respects composition of positive rational maps. If θ, θ′ : Gkm → X are positively
equivalent charts, the transition map (θ−1 ◦ θ′)t : Zk → Zk is a piecewise Z-linear bijection.
Definition 3.5. Let (X, θ) be a framed positive variety. We distinguish a positive rational function Φ,
called a potential on (X, θ). The triple (X, θ,Φ) is called a framed positive variety with potential. We
define similarly a positive variety with potential as a triple (X, [θ],Φ). For a framed positive variety with
potential (X, θ,Φ), we define the cone
(X, θ,Φ)t :=
{
ξ ∈ (X, θ)t | Φt(ξ) > 0} ⊂ (X, θ)t,
which we call the potential cone.
Remark 3.6. By imposing 0t = −∞, we can consider 0 as a potential. We then have (X, θ, 0)t =
(X, θ)t.
Remark 3.7. When Φ restricts to a regular function θ∗Φ on the toric chart θ, the cone (X, θ,Φ)t is
convex. This type of situation occurs in all the examples we consider in this article.
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4 Double Cluster Varieties
In this section, we first recall some basic definitions from cluster theory. Then to each seed, we
associate two cluster varieties, which are related by a collection of locally defined maps Ψσ indexed by
seeds σ. These maps agree after tropicalization, giving a “coordinate-independent” comparison of the
tropical varieties. The material of this chapter essentially follows [9].
Definition 4.1. A seed σ = (I, J,M) consists of a finite set I , a subset J ⊂ I and an integer matrix
M = [Mij ]i,j∈I which is skew-symmetrizable, i.e. there exists a sequence of positive integers d =
{di}i∈I called a skew-symmetrizer such that Mijdj = −Mjidi. The principal part of M is given by
M0 = [Mij]i,j∈J .
As with the symmetrizable matrix A in section 2, the existence of a skew-symmetrizer forM easily
implies that M is skew-symmetrizable in the usual sense. Note that the submatrix B˜ = [Mij ]i∈I, j∈J is
called an exchange matrix and usually mutations of seeds are defined in terms of B˜, however the seed
matrixM is more convenient for our purposes.
We associate a split algebraic torus to a given seed σ:
Aσ := G
|I|
m ,
and write {ai}i∈I for the natural coordinates on Aσ.
Recall that the matrix mutation of any matrixM in direction k is defined as:
µk(M)ij =
 −Mij , if k ∈ {i, j};Mij + 1
2
(
|Mik|Mkj +Mik|Mkj|
)
, otherwise .
If MD is skew-symmetric, one can easily show that µk(M)D is skew-symmetric as well. Define a
mutation of a seed σ in direction k ∈ J as the seed σk = (Ik, Jk, µk(M)), where Ik = I, Jk = J ,
together with a birational map of tori µk : Aσ →Aσk given in terms of their coordinate algebras by:
µ∗k(ai) =

ai, if i 6= k;
a−1k
 ∏
Mjk>0
a
Mjk
j +
∏
Mjk<0
a
−Mjk
j
 , if i = k.
Two seeds will be called mutation equivalent if they are related by a sequence of mutations. The equiv-
alence class of a seed σ is denoted by |σ|.
Definition 4.2. The cluster variety A ≡ A|σ| is the scheme obtained by gluing the Aσ for all σ ∈ |σ|
using the birational mutation maps.
Example 4.3. (Stasheff pentagon) To the very top pentagon in Figure 2, we associate a seed (I, J,M),
where I = {1, . . . , 7}, J = {1, 2} andM is given by
M =
[
M11 M12
MT12 0
]
, where M11 =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
,M12 =
[
1 −1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 1 −1
]
.
To each edge (m,n) in the top pentagon we associate a variable bmn, which will be a coordinate on the
seed torus A(I,J,M). By ordering the variables bmn in the following way, we index them by I:
b13, b14, b12, b23, b34, b45, b15.
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Figure 2: Stasheff pentagon
By the definition of mutation in direction 2, we get
µ2(b14) =
b13b45 + b15b34
b14
.
This mutation can be presented by the Whitehead move from edge (1, 4) to edge (3, 5) and the Plücker
relation: Let b35 := µ2(b14) be the variable corresponding to edge (3, 5), then
b14b35 = b13b45 + b15b34.
In fact, each dashed line in Figure 2 is a Whitehead move and gives a cluster mutation. The algebra
generated by {bij} with all Plücker relations is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian
G2(5) of 2-dimensional planes in the 5-dimensional space. Note that the principal part of M is M11.
More details can be found in [12].
Definition 4.4. Following [10], we define the (Langlands) dual seed of σ as σ∨ := (I, J,−MT ). For
the skew-symmetrizer d of M , fix an integer d such that each di divides d for all i ∈ I . Then d∨ :=
{d∨i := d/di} is a skew-symmetrizer of −MT . For a seed σ, denote the torus associated to the dual seed
σ∨ byA∨σ ≡Aσ∨ .
It is not hard to check that
µk(−MT ) = −µk(M)T .
In other words, we have µk(σ)∨ = µk(σ∨). Therefore, the tori A∨σ assemble to a dual cluster variety
A∨. That is, A∨ = A|σ∨| = A|(σ′)∨| for any σ, σ′ ∈ |σ|.
Definition 4.5. The quadruple (A,A∨;d, d) is called a double cluster variety. We write (A,A∨) for
short if is the choice of d and d is clear from context.
Abusing notation, each seed σ gives a toric chart σ : Aσ →֒A, which will be called a cluster chart.
Mutation equivalent seeds σ and σ′ give positively equivalent charts for A. Denote [σ] the class of
positively equivalent charts given by the equivalence class |σ| of the seed σ. By construction (and the
same abuse of notation), the pair (A, [σ]) is a positive variety. Similarly, the maps σ∨ : A∨σ →֒ A∨
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are toric charts on the positive variety (A∨, [σ∨]). Denote by Q[A] the algebra of regular functions on
A. Then Q[A] coincides with the upper cluster algebra generated by the seed σ; see [4]. The algebra
homomorphism σ∗ : Q[A]→ Q[Aσ] is an injection, for any cluster chart σ.
Given a seed σ, there is a natural morphism of tori associated to the skew-symmetrizer d:
Ψσ : Aσ → A∨σ : (xi1 , . . . , xi|I|) 7→ (x
di1
i1
, . . . , x
di|I|
i|I|
). (6)
On the coordinate algebra, we have the algebra homomorphism
Ψ∗σ : Q[A
∨
σ ]→ Q[Aσ] : a∨i 7→ adii , i ∈ I.
Since µk(M) is skew-symmetrized by d as well, for any σ′ ∈ |σ|, there is another map of tori:
Ψσ′ : Aσ′ →A∨σ′ : (x′i1 , . . . , x′i|I|) 7→ (x′
di1
i1
, . . . , x′
di|I|
i|I|
).
So for each seed σ′ ∈ |σ|, there is a rational comparison map Ψ : A|σ| →A|σ|.
Note that (A∨,A;d∨, d) is also double cluster variety. Therefore, similar to (6), we have map
Ψσ∨ : A
∨
σ →Aσ. Direct computation shows Ψσ∨ ◦ Ψσ : Aσ →Aσ is the map which simply raises each
coordinate ai to the same power d. The cluster varietyA and its dualA∨ therefore play symmetric roles
in the double cluster variety (A,A∨;d, d).
In what follows, write ψσ := Ψ tσ, where tropicalization is taken with respect to toric charts that are
positively equivalent to σ and σ∨. We will discuss the comparison map ψσ = Ψ tσ in more detail. Let us
look at an example first.
Example 4.6. We follow the notation in Example 4.3. Since the matrixM is skew-symmetric, the dual
of G2(5) is itself by identifying b∨ij and bij . The skew-symmetrizer d can be chosen as diag(d, . . . , d)
for d ∈ Z+. Then on each seed σ, we have:
Ψσ : Aσ → A∨σ ∼= Aσ s.t. Ψ∗σ(b∨ij) = bdij .
So on the seed σ containing edges (1, 3) and (1, 4), one computes:
Ψ∗σ(b
∨
35) =
bd13b
d
45 + b
d
15b
d
34
bd14
(7)
On the seed σ′ containing edges (3, 1) and (3, 5), one has:
Ψ∗σ′(b
∨
35) = b
d
35 =
(
b13b45 + b15b34
b14
)d
. (8)
Note that right hand sides of (7) and (8) are equal after tropicalization:(
bd13b
d
45 + b
d
15b
d
34
bd14
)t
= min{dξ13 + dξ45, dξ15 + dξ34} − dξ14 =
(
(b13b45 + b15b34)
d
bd14
)t
,
where ξmn = btmn is the tropicalization of bmn.
Next we will generalize what happened in the previous example. Recall that if θ, θ′ : Gnm → X are
positively equivalent charts on X, then Idt : (X, θ)t → (X, θ′)t is defined as (θ′ ◦ θ−1)t : Gnm → Gnm.
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Proposition 4.7. The tropical maps ψσ agree for all σ. More precisely, let σ be a seed, and µ be a
sequence of mutations of σ. Then the following diagram commutes.
(A, σ)t (A, µ(σ))t
(A∨, σ∨)t (A∨, µ(σ∨))t
Idt
ψσ ψµ(σ)
(Id∨)t
Here we abbreviate Id = IdA and Id
∨ = IdA∨ .
Proof. In fact, we only need to show the proposition for σ and for µ = µk a single mutation. Let
σk := µk(σ). Let {ai | i ∈ I} be the coordinates on Aσ, and {ai′ | i′ ∈ I ′} be the coordinates on Aσk .
And let {a∨i | i ∈ I} be the coordinates on A∨σ , and {a∨i′ | i′ ∈ I ′} be the coordinates on A∨σk . On one
hand, by definition:
Ψ∗σk(a
∨
k′) = a
dk
k′ = µ
∗
k(ak)
dk = a−dkk
 ∏
Mik>0
aMiki +
∏
Mik<0
a−Miki
dk .
On the other hand, using the formula for mutation, we get:
Ψ∗σ(a
∨
k′) = Ψ
∗
σ(µ
∗
k(a
∨
k )) = a
−dk
k Ψ
∗
σ
 ∏
Mki>0
(a∨i )
Mki +
∏
Mki<0
(a∨i )
−Mki

= a−dkk
 ∏
Mki>0
adiMkii +
∏
Mki<0
a−diMkii

= a−dkk
 ∏
Mik<0
(a−Miki )
dk +
∏
Mik>0
(aMiki )
dk
 .
Then the tropicalization gives
(Ψσk ◦ µk)t :

ξ∨k 7→ dkmin
{ ∑
Mik<0
−Mikξ∨i ,
∑
Mik>0
Mikξ
∨
i
}
− dkξ∨k′ ;
ξ∨i 7→ diξi′ , for i 6= k,
and,
(µk ◦ Ψσ)t :

ξ∨k 7→ min
{ ∑
Mik<0
−dkMikξ∨i ,
∑
Mik>0
dkMikξ
∨
i
}
− dkξ∨k′ ;
ξ∨i 7→ diξi′ , for i 6= k.
where {ξi}i∈I is the natural basis ofAtσ = Hom(Gm,Aσ), and similarly forA∨σ t,Atσ′ , andA∨σ′ t. Thus
(µ ◦ Ψσ)t = (Ψµ(σ) ◦ µ)t. ♦
Note that our tropical map ψσ is in general an injection (but not a bijection) of the latticeAtσ into the
lattice A∨σ
t.
Given a split torusH of rank r and cluster varietyA generated by a seed σ = (I, J,M), denote A˜ =
H ×A the extension ofA byH . Any choice of isomorphism of tori H ∼= Grm gives an isomorphism of
A˜ and the cluster variety A|σ˜| generated by the seed
σ˜ := (I ∪ {1, . . . , r}, J,diag(M, 0)) .
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The variety A˜ will be called a decorated cluster variety, or cluster variety if the decoration H is clear
from the context. Note that H = X∗(H) ⊗Z Gm and consider the group H∨ = X∗(H) ⊗Z Gm. Then
H∨ is the Langlands dual group of H (in a slightly more general sense than was recalled in Section 2).
Define the (Langlands) dual of A˜ as A˜∨ := H∨ ×A∨. Given a double cluster variety (A,A∨,d, d),
choose homomorphisms of tori ΨH : H → H∨ and ΨH∨ : H∨ → H such that ΨH∨ ◦ ΨH simply raises
each coordinate to the d power. Then the tuple (A˜, A˜∨,d, d, ΨH , ΨH∨) is a decorated double cluster
variety. We will often write (A˜, A˜∨) for short.
On each seed of a decorated double cluster variety (A˜, A˜∨), the comparison maps extends to:
ΨH × Ψσ : A˜σ → A˜∨σ and ΨH
∨ × Ψσ∨ : A˜∨σ → A˜σ.
Let ψH = (ΨH)t : (H)t → (H∨)t. By Proposition 4.7, the maps ψH × ψσ agree for all seeds σ.
5 Double Bruhat Cells in G and G∨ and Their Potentials
In this section, we first recall the construction of a cluster algebra structure on the double Bruhat cell
Gu,v beginning with a double reduced word i for (u, v). Then we show that (Gu,v, G∨;u,v) is a decorated
double cluster variety with tropical comparison map ψσ(i). Next we introduce “factorization parameter”
toric charts xi and x∨i for G
u,v and G∨;u,v, as well as corresponding comparison maps ψi. We then focus
on the double Bruhat cells Gw0,e and prove one of our main technical results, Theorem 5.8. This says
that the tropical comparison map ψσ(i) defined in terms of generalized minors agrees with the tropical
comparison map ψi defined in terms of factorization parameters. Finally, we recall the definition of the
Berenstein-Kazhdan (BK) potentials, the associated BK cones, and show that the comparison map ψi
respects the crystal structure of the BK cones of G and G∨.
5.1 Backgroud on (Reduced) Double Bruhat Cells
Let G be a semisimple algebraic group as before. By fixing the simple roots αi as in Section 2, we
have a maximal torus H ⊂ G and a pair of opposite Borel subgroups B,B− of G containing H . Denote
by U and U− the corresponding unipotent radicals of B and B−. Each triple α∨i , Ei, Fi determines a
group homomorphism φi : SL2 → G given by
φi
[
1 0
a 1
]
= exp(aFi) ⊂ U−, φi
[
1 a
0 1
]
= exp(aEi) ⊂ U, φi
[
c 0
0 c−1
]
= α∨i (c) ⊂ H
for a ∈ Ga and c ∈ Gm. Let W = N(H)/H be the Weyl group of G and si ∈ W be the simple
reflection generated by simple root αi. Let w0 be the longest element inW with
m = ℓ(w0).
The action ofW on H gives rise to the action ofW on the character lattice X∗(H), i.e.
hw(γ) = (w−1hw)γ , γ ∈ X∗(H), h ∈ H.
Using the SL2 homomorphisms {φi}, define for i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
si := φi
[
0 −1
1 0
]
, xi(t) := φi
[
1 t
0 1
]
, yi(t) := φi
[
1 0
t 1
]
, x−i(t) := φi
[
t−1 0
1 t
]
. (9)
The si’s satisfy the Coxeter relations of W , thus any decomposition of w ∈ W into simple reflections
gives the same lift w ∈ G.
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Let g 7→ gι be the group antiautomorphism of G given by
α∨i (c)
ι = α∨i (−c), xi(t)ι = xi(t), yi(t)ι = yi(t), i ∈ [1, r].
Similarly, let g 7→ gT be the group antiautomorphism of G given by
α∨i (c)
T = α∨i (c), xi(t)
T = yi(t), yi(t)
T = xi(t), i ∈ [1, r].
Let G0 = U−HU ⊂ G be the Gaussian decomposable elements of G. For g ∈ G0, write g =
[g]−[g]0[g]+, where [g]− ∈ U−, [g]0 ∈ H , and [g]+ ∈ U .
For a dominant weight µ ∈ X∗+(H), the principal minor ∆µ ∈ Q[G] is uniquely determined by
∆µ(u−au) := µ(a), for any u− ∈ U−, a ∈ H,u ∈ U.
For any two weights γ and δ of the form γ = wµ and δ = vµ, where w, v ∈ W , the generalized minor
∆wµ,vµ ∈ Q[G] is given by
∆γ,δ(g) = ∆wµ,vµ(g) := ∆µ(w
−1gv), for all g ∈ G.
If a1, a2 ∈ H and g ∈ G, then
∆γ,δ(a1ga2) = a
γ
1a
δ
2∆γ,δ(g). (10)
If G = SLn, the generalized minors are minors.
For each pair of Weyl group elements (u, v), a reduced double Bruhat cell is defined by:
Lu,v := UuU ∩B−vB−.
Note that multiplication inG induces a biregular isomorphismH×Lu,v ∼= Gu,v. Let L̂u,v be the reduced
double Bruhat cell of the universal cover Ĝ of G and let
p : Ĝ→ G
be the covering map. The cell L̂u,v can be characterized by the following
Proposition 5.1. [6, Proposition 4.3] An element x ∈ Ĝu,v belongs to L̂u,v if and only if
∆uωi,ωi(x) = 1, ∀i ∈ I.
Corollary 5.2. The restriction of p to L̂u,v is an isomorphism L̂u,v → Lu,v.
Proof. For h ∈ Ĥ , we know h = Id if and only if hωi = 1 for all i ∈ I. Let x ∈ Lu,v and consider some
x̂, x̂′ ∈ p−1(x) ⊂ L̂u,v. Then x̂′ = x̂h for some h ∈ Ĥ . By Proposition 5.1 and (10) we have hωi = 1
for all i, which implies there is a unique lift of x. ♦
Therefore the generalized minors ∆uωi,vωi can be viewed as well defined functions on L
u,v under
the isomorphism p. By abuse of notation, we write ∆uωi,vωi(z) for z ∈ Lu,v instead of ∆uωi,vωi(p−1z).
5.2 Double Cluster Algebras on Double Bruhat Cells
In this section, we recall how to make Gu,v into a cluster variety, for any pair (u, v) ∈ W ×W . We
will begin by working with Lu,v. After decomposing Gu,v = H × Lu,v, we will get a decorated cluster
variety Gu,v by extending Lu,v toH × Lu,v.
A double reduced word i = (i1, . . . , in) for (u, v) is a shuffle of a reduced word for u, written
in the alphabet {−r, . . . ,−1}, and a reduced word for v, written in the alphabet {1, . . . , r}, where
n = ℓ(u) + ℓ(v). For k ∈ [1, n], we denote by
k+ = min{j | j > k, |ij | = |ik|}. (11)
If |ij | 6= |ik| for all j > k, we set k+ = n + 1. An index k is i-exchangeable if k+ ∈ [1,m]. Let e(i)
denote the set of all i-exchangeable indices.
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Remark 5.3. The minus signs on the letters of the reduced word for u are occasionally troublesome, so
let us make the following abbreviations. For i, j ∈ [−r,−1] ∪ [1, r], let
di = d|i|, ai,j = a|i|,|j|, ωi = ω|i|, si = s|i|
extending the notation for the skew-symmetrizer, Cartan matrix, and fundamental weights, and simple
reflection respectively. Our notation is set up in this way to agree with that of [4].
Fix a double reduced word i of (u, v). We will define a seed σ(i) := (I, J,M(i)) as follows. Let
I = [−r,−1] ∪ e(i) and J = e(i). The n × n matrix M(i) for the seed σ(i) is constructed as follows.
For k, l ∈ I , set p = max{k, l} and q = min{k+, l+}, and let ǫ(k) be the sign of k. Then by [4, Remark
2.4]
M(i)kl =

− ǫ(k − l) · ǫ(ip), if p = q;
− ǫ(k − l) · ǫ(ip) · aik,il , if p < q and ǫ(ip)ǫ(iq)(k − l)(k+ − l+) > 0;
0, otherwise .
(12)
Here, recall that A = [aij ] is the symmetrizable Cartan matrix of g. Let
di = {di1 , . . . , dim}, (13)
where the sequence d = {d1, . . . , dr} is the fixed symmetrizer of A. It is easy to see that di is a skew-
symmetrizer ofM(i). As before, we fix a positive integer d such that each di divides d.
For a double reduced word i of (u, v) and k ∈ [1, n], denote by
uk =
∏
l=1,...,k
il<0
sil , vk =
∏
l=n,...,k+1
il>0
sil ,
where the index is increasing in the product on the left, and decreasing in the product on the right. Define
the generalized minors
∆k := ∆ukωik ,vkωik for k ∈ [1, n]; ∆k := ∆ωk,v−1ωk for k ∈ [−r,−1]. (14)
Theorem 5.4. [4, Theorem 2.10] For every double reduced word i for (u, v), let A|σ(i)| be the cluster
variety generated by the seed σ(i). Then the map given by
ϕ∗ : Q[A|σ(i)|]→ Q[Lu,v] : ak 7→ ∆k, for k ∈ I = [−r,−1] ∪ e(i)
is an isomorphism of algebras.
Remark 5.5. By [4, Eq (2.11)], the set of cluster variables on the chart σ(i) of the double Bruhat cell
Ĝu,v for simply connected Ĝ is {∆k | k ∈ [−r,−1] ∪ [1, n]}. Recall that for x ∈ L̂u,v ⊂ Ĝu,v, we
have ∆uωi,ωi(x) = 1. Thus Theorem 5.4 follows from [4, Theorem 2.10] by applying ∆uωi,ωi = 1 and
identifying Q[Lu,v] and Q[L̂u,v].
Since the Weyl groups ofG andG∨ are isomorphic, the reduced word i also gives the reduced double
Bruhat cell L∨;u,v for G∨ the structure of a cluster variety. Moreover, we have:
Corollary 5.6. Fix (u, v) ∈ W ×W . Let di be as in (13) and let d be the integer fixed in Chapter 2.
Then the quadruple (Lu,v, L∨;u,v;di, d) is a double cluster variety.
Proof. What we need to show actually is (Lu,v)∨ ∼= L∨;u,v, where (Lu,v)∨ is the dual cluster variety of
Lu,v. Let (I, J,M∨(i)) be the initial seed of L∨;w0,e. Following the definitions, one obtains
(I, J,M(i))∨ =
(
I, J,−M(i)T ) = (I, J,M∨(i)) . ♦
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For a seed σ ∈ |σ(i)|, denote by ΨLσ : Lu,v → L∨;u,v the comparison map for the double cluster
variety (Lu,v, L∨;u,v). Extending the cluster variety Lu,v by H , we get the decorated cluster variety
Gu,v ∼= H × Lu,v. For any seed σ on Lu,v, the following map gives a positive chart on Gu,v:
Id×σ : H ×Gnm → H × Lu,v = Gu,v, (15)
which will be denoted by σ as well if there is no ambiguity. Combining with ΨH : H → H∨ as in
Proposition 2.2, we have the following comparison map on the decorated cluster variety:
Ψσ := Ψ
H × ΨLσ : Gu,v = H × Lw0,e → G∨;u,v = H∨ × L∨;u,v. (16)
The tuple (Gu,v, G∨;u,v,di, d, ΨH , ΨH
∨
) is then a decorated double cluster variety.
5.3 Comparison map in factorization parameters
In this section we describe certain toric charts on double Bruhat cells which are positively equivalent
to the ones already considered. We introduce a comparison map ψi. In the next section we show this
coincides (tropically) with the comparison map of Section 5.2.
Let G be a semisimple algebraic group as before and (u, v) a pair of elements in W . Recall we
denote n = ℓ(u) + ℓ(v). By [6, Proposition 4.5], the map
xi : G
n
m
∼−−→ L̂u,v p−→ Lu,v : (t1, . . . , tn) 7→ xi1(t1) · · · xin(tn), (17)
gives a toric chart on Lu,v. Thus factoring Gu,v as H × Lu,v gives the toric chart:
xi : H ×Gnm ∼−−→ Gu,v = H × Lu,v : (h, t1, . . . , tn) 7→ hxi1(t1) · · · xin(tn).
We have overloaded the notation xi here but the meaning will be clear from context.
As shown in [6], if i is a double reduced word for (u, v), then the factorization chart xi on Gu,v is
positively equivalent to the cluster chart σ(i). Moreover, if i and i′ are both double reduced words for
(u, v), then the toric chart xi is positively equivalent to xi′ . If xi(h, t1, . . . , tm) = xi′(h, p1, . . . , pm),
then the coordinates pj’s can be expressed as rational functions of the tj’s, via a series of positive equiv-
alences moves. These are given explicitly in Propositions 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 of [6], where they are called
“(mixed) d-moves”.
For a double reduced word i of (u, v), let Ψi : Gu,v → G∨;u,v be the positive rational map which is
given in terms of the toric charts xi and x∨i by
xi(h, t1, . . . , tn) 7→ x∨i (ΨH(h), t
di1
1 , . . . , t
din
n ). (18)
We will write ψi = Ψ ti for the tropicalized comparison map. The comparison maps ψi for different
double reduced words i all agree after tropicalization.
Proposition 5.7. Let i and i′ be double reduced words for (u, v). Then the following diagram commutes,
(Gu,v, xi)
t (Gu,v, xi′)
t
(G∨;u,v, x∨i )
t (G∨;u,v, x∨i′)
t
Idt
ψi ψi′
(Id∨)t
where we recall that Idt = IdtGu,v = (x
−1
i′
◦ xi)t by definition, and we abbreviate Id∨ = IdG∨;u,v .
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Proof. By the previous discussion it is enough to assume that i and i′ are related by a single move. Then
the proposition follows by direct computation; we will give the proof for one type of move and leave the
rest to the reader.
Say i, j ∈ {−r, . . . ,−1} with ai,j = −1 and aj,i = −2. Without loss of generality assume di = 1
and dj = 2. Let
i = (i1, . . . , ik, i, j, i, j, ik+5 , . . . , in), i
′ = (i1, . . . , ik, j, i, j, i, ik+5 , . . . , in).
Then by [6, Proposition 7.3],
Ψi′ ◦ x−1i′ ◦ xi(h, t1, . . . , tm) = Ψi′(h, p1, . . . , pm)
= (ΨH(h), p
di1
1 , . . . , p
2
k+1, pk+2, p
2
k+3, pk+4, . . . , p
dim
m ),
where
pk+1 =
(
tk+1
tk+2
+
tk+2
tk+3
+
1
tk+4
)−1
pk+2 =
(
1
tk+1
(
tk+2
tk+3
+
1
tk+4
)2
+
1
tk+3
)−1
pk+3 = tk+2 + tk+1tk+4 +
t2k+2tk+4
tk+3
pk+4 = tk+1 + tk+3
(
tk+2
tk+3
+
1
tk+4
)2
and pi = ti otherwise. On the other hand, again using [6, Proposition 7.3] one finds
(x∨i′)
−1 ◦ x∨i ◦ Ψi(h, t1, . . . , tm) = (x∨i′)−1 ◦ x∨i (ΨH(h), t
di1
1 , . . . , t
dim
m )
= (ΨH(h), P1, . . . , Pm),
where
Pk+1 =
 1
t2k+4
+
1
t2k+2
(
t2k+2
tk+3
+ tk+1
)2−1 Pk+2 =
(
1
tk+3
+
1
t2k+4tk+1
+
t2k+2
t2k+3tk+1
)−1
Pk+3 = t
2
k+4
(
t2k+2
tk+3
+ tk+1
)2
+ t2k+2 Pk+4 =
tk+3
t2k+4
+
t2k+2
tk+3
+ tk+1
and Pi = t
di
i otherwise. Then it is easy to verify that Ψi and Ψi′ agree after tropicalization.
The proofs for the other types of move (described in Propositions 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 of [6]) are along
the same lines. The computation for the two types of moves associated to type G2 are slightly more
involved. One must show that some terms in the expressions for the pi’s and Pi’s do not contribute after
tropicalization; this can be done using the fact that the tropicalization of (A + B)k is the same as the
tropicalization of Ak + Bk, for positive functions A and B and positive integers k. This verification is
straightforward and tedious. ♦
5.4 Compatibility of Positive Structures
In this section and the remainder of the paper, we will focus on the variety Gw0,e. We now prove one
of the main results of this article: If i = (i1, . . . , im) is a double reduced word for (w0, e), then under
the tropical change of coordinates between (Gw0,e, xi)t and (Gw0,e, σ)t, the map ψi := Ψ ti agrees with
ψσ := Ψ
t
σ, where Ψi is defined in (18) and Ψσ is defined in (16).
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Theorem 5.8. For a double reduced word i of (w0, e), and let xi and σ = σ(i) be the factorization chart
and cluster charts for Gw0,e, respectively. Then the following diagram commutes,
(Gw0,e, xi)
t (Gw0,e, σ)t
(G∨;w0,e, x∨i )
t (G∨;w0,e, σ∨)t
Idt
ψi ψσ
(Id∨)t
where we recall that Idt = (σ−1 ◦ xi)t by definition.
Before the proof of Theorem 5.8, let us develop some preliminary results. Throughout this section,
we use the convention in Remark 5.3.
For a pair of Weyl group elements (u, v) with ℓ(u) = p and ℓ(v) = q, a double reduced word
i = (i1, . . . , ip, j1, . . . , jq) is separated if i1, . . . , ip ∈ [−r,−1] and j1, . . . , jq ∈ [1, r], and if also
ℓ(usjq) = ℓ(u) + 1. For a separated double reduced word i for (u, v), define
iˆ := (i1, . . . , ip, j1, . . . , jq−1,−jq); i˜ := (i1, . . . , ip,−jq, j1, . . . , jq−1).
Note that both iˆ and i˜ are double reduced words for (usjq , vsjq). We then define the following birational
map in terms of the toric charts xi, xiˆ:
Pi : L
u,v → Lusjq ,vsjq : xi(t1, . . . , tn) 7→ xiˆ(t1, . . . , t−1n ).
We denote the analogous map for L∨;u,v by P∨i .
Lemma 5.9. Let i = (i1, . . . , ip, j1, . . . , jq) be a separated double reduced word for (u, v). Then the
following diagram commutes.
(Lu,v, xi)
t (Lusjq ,vsjq , x
iˆ
)t (Lusjq ,vsjq , x
i˜
)t
(L∨;u,v, x∨i )
t (L∨;usjq ,vsjq , x
iˆ
)t (L∨;usjq ,vsjq , x∨
i˜
)t
P t
i
ψi
Idt
ψ
iˆ
ψ
i˜
(P∨
i
)t (Id∨)t
Proof. The square on left commutes directly from the definition of Pi and ψi. The commutativity of the
right square is just Proposition 5.7 for “mixed” moves. ♦
Now, let i = (i1, . . . , in) be a double reduced word for (e, v). For k ∈ [0, n], let
ik := (−in, . . . ,−ik+1, i1, . . . , ik).
Note that ik and i˜k = ik−1 are both separated. Then in = i and i0 is −i, written in the opposite order.
Lemma 5.10. Fix a double reduced word i = (i1, . . . , in) for (e, v). Let x ∈ Le,v be in the image of the
toric chart xi. Then
[xv]−[xv]0 = Pi1 ◦ Pi2 ◦ · · · ◦ Pin(x) ∈ Lv
−1,e.
Proof. For k ∈ [0, n], write vk = sin−k · · · si2si1 . For i > 0, it is easy to check that xi(t)si =
x−i(t−1)xi(−t−1), then
xin(t1, . . . , tn)v0 = xi1(t1) · · · xin(tn)sin · v1
= xi1(t1) · · · xin−1(tn−1)x−in(t−1n )xin(−t−1n ) · v1
= (Pin(xin(t1, . . . , tn))v1) ·
(
v−11 xin(−t−1n )v1
)
.
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In the last line, note that v−11 xin(−t−1n )v1 ∈ U ; this follows from well-known results on the Weyl group,
as in Section 10.2 of [14]. By writing Pin(xin(t1, . . . , tn)) = xim−1(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n), we can repeat the
argument from above:
xin−1(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n)v1 = x−in(t
′
1)xi1(t
′
2) · · · xin−1(t′n)sin−1v2
= (Pin−1(xin−1(t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n))v2) · (v−12 xin−1(−t′n−1)v2).
As before, v−12 xin−1(−t′n−1)v2 ∈ U . Repeating the argument n times and taking [·]−[·]0 on both sides,
we get the desired formula. ♦
Now, fix a double reduced word i for (w0, e) as in the statement of Theorem 5.8. Consider the
biregular twist map from [6]
ζ : Le,w0 → Lw0,e : x 7→ ([xw0]−[xw0]0)ι, (19)
which is a biregular map, and also an isomorphism of the positive varieties (Le,w0 , x−i) and (Lw0,e, xi).
Proof of Theorem 5.8. Consider the following diagram.
(Le,w0, x−i)t (Lw0,e, xi)t (Lw0,e, σ)t
(L∨;e,w0, x∨−i)
t (L∨;w0,e, x∨i )
t (L∨;w0,e, σ)t
ζt
ψ−i
Idt
ψi ψσ
(ζ∨)t Id∨t
(20)
We must show that the square on the right commutes. It follows from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, as well as
the definition of (·)ι, that the square on the left commutes. It then suffices to show that the outer square
commutes. We will actually prove a stronger statement, which is that the following square commutes.
Le,w0 Lw0,e
L∨;e,w0 L∨;w0,e
ζ
Ψ−i Ψσ
ζ∨
(21)
Let x = x−i(t1, . . . , tm) ∈ Le,w0. By [11, Eq (1.21)], we are given formulas for changes of variables
between the factorization parameters tk’s and the twisted minors ∆k ◦ ζ:
∆k ◦ ζ(x−i(t1, . . . , tm)) = ∆si1 ···sikωik ,ωik ◦ ζ(x−i(t1, . . . , tm)) =
∏
l>k+
t
〈α∨il ,sil+1 ···sikωik 〉
l .
Note that the twist map ζ differs by a transpose (·)T from the one in [11, Eq (1.21)]. From these we
derive
∆∨k ◦ Ψσ ◦ ζ(x) =
∏
l>k+
t
〈α∨il ,sil+1 ···sikωik 〉
l
dik (22)
∆∨k ◦ ζ∨ ◦ Ψi(x) =
∏
l>k+
t
dil〈αil ,sil+1 ···sikω∨ik 〉
l . (23)
But dik〈α∨il , sil · · · sikωik〉 = (α∨il , sil+1 · · · sikω∨ik) = dil〈αil , sil · · · sikω∨ik〉. So the expressions (22) and
(23) are equal. Since this is true for all minors ∆k, we have found that (20) commutes. ♦
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As a consequence of Proposition 4.7, Proposition 5.7 and Theorem 5.8, we immediately obtain the
following. Recall that, for any double reduced words i, i′ for (w0, e), the toric charts xi, xi′ , σ(i), σ(i′)
on Gw0,e are all positively equivalent.
Corollary 5.11. Let i, i′ be double reduced words for (w0, e), and let σ ∈ |σ(i)| and σ′ ∈ |σ(i′)|.
Consider the (rational) comparison maps
Ψi, Ψi′ , Ψσ, Ψσ′ : G
w0,e → G∨;w0,e.
For any toric charts θ ∈ [xi] and θ∨ ∈ [x∨i ] on Gw0,e and G∨;w0,e, respectively, the tropicalized maps
Ψ ti , Ψ
t
i′ , Ψ
t
σ, Ψ
t
σ′ : (G
w0,e, θ)t → (G∨;w0,e, θ∨)t
are all equal.
5.5 The BK Potentials and the BK Cones
In this section we recall the Berenstein-Kazhdan (BK) potential, and the BK cone, as described in
[5]. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group as before. Fix a double reduced word i for (w0, e) as in the
previous sections.
Definition 5.12. On the double Bruhat cell Gw0,e, the BK potential ΦBK is the following function:
ΦBK =
∑
i∈I
∆w0ωi,siωi +∆w0siωi,ωi
∆w0ωi,ωi
∈ Q[Gw0,e]. (24)
Remark 5.13. If G is not simply connected, generalized minors of the form ∆uωi,vωi are not in general
functions on G. However, ΦBK is: Suppose Ĝ is the universal cover of G with p : Ĝ→ G the covering
map. Then the right-hand side of (24) is well defined on Ĝ and is invariant under the action of any
element belonging to ker p. Thus ΦBK descends to a function on G.
Remark 5.14. In [5] the authors give a more conceptual definition of ΦBK , using the notion of χ-linear
functions. Equivalence with our definition is shown by [5, Corollary 1.25].
Let F =
∑
Fi be the sum of the negative root vectors associated with the simple roots. Let i∗
be the index of the simple root −w0αi, then Fi∗ is the negative root vector corresponding to the root
αi∗ := −w0αi. Let ρ = 12
∑
α>0 α =
∑
ωi be the Weyl vector. The following proposition gives the
expression of the BK potential used in [1]:
Proposition 5.15. The BK potential on G can be rewritten as:
ΦBK =
∑
i∈I
Fi∗ ·∆w0ωi,ωi +∆w0ωi,ωi · Fi
∆w0ωi,ωi
=
F ·∆w0ρ,ρ +∆w0ρ,ρ · F
∆w0ρ,ρ
.
Proof. Since∆w0ωi,ωi ·Fi = ∆w0ωi,siωi for the right action, and Fi∗ ·∆w0ωi,ωi = ∆w0siωi,ωi for the left
action, we get the first equality. To show the second equality, one uses:
∆w0ρ,ρ(g) = ∆ρ(w0
−1g) = ([w0−1g]0)ρ =
∏
i∈I
([w0
−1g]0)ωi =
∏
i∈I
∆w0ωi,ωi(g),
as well as ∆w0ωi,ωi · Fj = 0 (j 6= i) for the right action, and Fj∗ · ∆w0ωi,ωi = 0 (j∗ 6= i∗) for the left
action. ♦
Proposition 5.16. For (h, z) ∈ H × Lw0,e, the BK potential has the form:
ΦBK(hz) =
∑
i
(
∆w0ωi,siωi(z) + h
−w0αi∆w0siωi,ωi(z)
)
. (25)
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Proof. We only need to consider the case when G is simply connected. By (10), we have
∆w0ωi,siωi(hz) = h
w0ωi∆w0ωi,siωi(z), ∆w0siωi,ωi(hz) = h
w0siωi∆w0siωi,ωi(z),
∆w0ωi,ωi(hz) = h
w0ωi∆w0ωi,ωi(z).
Since hsiωi−ωi = h−αi and ∆w0ωi,ωi(z) = 1 for z ∈ Lw0,e, we get the desired form. ♦
Note that the potential ΦBK is a positive function on the positive variety (Gw0,e, [xi]). On each
positive chart θ ∈ [xi], define the BK cone of G as:
CGθ := (G
w0,e, θ,ΦBK)
t = {ζ ∈ (Gw0,e, θ)t | ΦtBK(ζ) > 0}.
Let us denote
Li := (G
w0,e, xi)
t ∼= X∗(H)× Zm
where the isomorphism to the integer lattice comes from the standard coordinates on the (split) toric
chart. Let {ei}m be the standard basis of Zm and ξ =
∑
ξiei ∈ Zm. Then we abbreviate
CGi := C
G
xi
= {(λ∨, ξ) ∈ Li | ΦtBK(λ∨, ξ) > 0}.
Let Li(R) = Li ⊗ R be the real points of Li, and let CGi (R) ⊂ Li(R) be the real cone cut out by the
same inequalities as CGi . One can show that
CGi (R) = C
Ĝ
i (R) ⊂ h× Rm and CGi = CĜi (R) ∩Li. (26)
Similarly, define L∨i ,C
G∨
i , etc. Maps between the integral points of tropical varieties extend to maps of
their real points.
Remark 5.17. Here we consider the non-strict BK cone, rather the strict one as in [1].
The map ψi : Li → L∨i in Proposition 5.7 allows us to compare the potential cones for G and G∨.
This comparison will be discussed in detail in Theorem 5.21. Let us first give an example:
Example 5.18. Let G = SL2 and H be the subgroup of diagonal matrices as in Example 2.1. We have
the following factorization and potential:
x =
[
a 0
0 a−1
] [
t−1 0
1 t
]
=
[
at−1 0
a−1 a−1t
]
; ΦBK = t+
a2
t
.
Recall X∗(H) = Zα∨. Then the BK cone is cut out by the following inequalities:
min{〈e∗1, ξ1e1〉, 〈e∗1,−ξ1e1〉+ 〈xα∨, α〉} > 0,
where e∗1 is the dual of e1. In other words,
CSL2i = {(xα∨, ξ1e1) ∈ X∗(H)× Z | 2x > ξ1 > 0}.
Note X∗(H) = Zω. Now, for G∨ = PSL2, the BK cone is given by the inequalities:
min{〈e∗1, ξ1e1〉, 〈e∗1,−ξ1e1〉+ 〈xω, α∨〉} > 0.
Therefore,
CPSL2i = {(xω, ξ1e1) ∈ X∗(H)× Z | x > ξ1 > 0}.
The lattice cones CSL2i and C
PSL2
i are depicted in Figure 3.
The map ψi is portrayed in Figure 3. It sends the circled points in C
SL2
i
to the circled points in CPSL2
i
.
It also sends arrows to arrows; these correspond to crystal operations and will be discussed in Section
5.6.
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α∨
e1
7→
ω
e1
Figure 3: Comparison of the lattice cones for G = SL2 and G∨ = PSL2.
Remark 5.19. The map ψi was discussed in [8, 22]. To check that the definitions in [8] and [22] coincide,
refer to [22, Remark 2.14, 4.3].
Proposition 5.20. [6, Proposition 4.11] For a double reduced word i of (w0, e), let z = xi(t1, . . . , tm)
and ωi∗ = −w0ωi. Then
∆w0ωim ,simωim (z) = tm; ∆w0si∗1ωi∗1 ,ωi∗1
(z) = t−11 .
Together with Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 5.8, we can now compare ΦBK and Φ∨BK :
Theorem 5.21. The natural real extension of ψi restricts to an isomorphism of real BK cones C
G
i (R)→
CG
∨
i (R). Moreover, the map ψi restricts to an injective map of integral BK cones: C
G
i → CG
∨
i .
Proof. We introduce the following notation for simplicity:
pi := ∆w0ωi,siωi , qi := ∆w0siωi,ωi ∈ Q[Lw0,e];
p∨i := ∆w0ω∨i ,siω∨i , q
∨
i := ∆w0siω∨i ,ω∨i ∈ Q[L
∨;w0,e].
For each index k, one can choose a double reduced word ik = (i1, . . . , im) such that |im| = k, and
ik∗ = (i1, . . . , im) such that |i1| = k∗. Let αk∗ denote the function which sends h to h−w0αk , and let
(αk∗ · qk)(h, z) = αk∗(h)qk(z).
Then by Proposition 5.20, the function(
(α∨k∗ · q∨k ) ◦ Ψik∗
)t
: Lik∗ → Z
can be written (∑
aiω
∨
i ,
∑
ξiei
)
7→ dk∗ (ak∗ − ξ1) .
From Proposition 5.20 one also has:
dk (αk∗ · qk)t : Lik∗ → Z :
(∑
aiω
∨
i ,
∑
ξiei
)
7→ dk∗ (ak∗ − ξ1) .
Thus we get: (
(α∨k∗ · q∨k ) ◦ Ψik∗
)t
= dk∗ (αk∗ · qk)t .
Similarly, for the other terms, we get (p∨k ◦ Ψik)t = dkptk, where we write pk(h, z) = pk(z).
Then by Corollary 5.11, we have
(p∨k ◦ Ψσ)t = dkptk;
(
(α∨k∗ · q∨k ) ◦ Ψσ
)t
= dk∗ (αk∗ · qk)t , (27)
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where σ ∈ |σ(i′)|, for any double reduced word i′ for (w0, e). From (27) and (26), a point x = (h, z) ∈
Li(R) has Ψ tσ(x) ∈ CG
∨
σ (R) if and only if
dkp
t
k(z) > 0 and dk∗ (αk∗ · qk)t (h, z) > 0, ∀k ∈ I.
Dividing both sides of each equation by dk, this is equivalent to the condition that x ∈ CGσ (R).
Again by Corollary 5.11, we can replace ψσ with ψi. In particular, restricting to the integral cone
CGi , the map
ψi : C
G
i = C
G
i (R) ∩Li → CG
∨
i = C
G∨
i (R) ∩L∨i
is an injection of cones. ♦
We give an direct computation for the comparison of the BK cones for SO(5) and Sp(4) in Appendix
A. We immediately have the following counterpart of Corollary 5.11.
Corollary 5.22. Let i be a double reduced word for (w0, e), and consider the (rational) comparison map
Ψi : G
w0,e → G∨;w0,e.
For any toric charts θ ∈ [xi] and θ∨ ∈ [x∨i ] on Gw0,e and G∨;w0,e, respectively, the tropicalized map Ψ ti
restricts to an injection of cones
Ψ ti : C
G
θ → CG
∨
θ∨ .
5.6 Crystal Structure
In this section, we will recall the crystal structure on the BK cones, and show that ψi respects this
structure, in the sense described in Theorem 5.24. We continue with notation from the previous section.
In particular, let us fix a double reduced word i for (w0, e) ofW as before.
Recall from [5] that Gw0,e has the structure of a positive decorated geometric crystal, which gives
CGi the structure of a normal Kashiwara crystal. This means that there are maps
wt: CGi → P∨;
εi, ϕi : C
G
i → Z ⊔ {−∞};
e˜i, f˜i : C
G
i ⊔ {⊘} → CGi ⊔ {⊘},
where i ∈ I, and ⊘ is a ghost element. The maps satisfy certain axioms, see [16].
Consider the projection
hw: Gw0,e = H × Lw0,e → H.
Then for simply connected G, Proposition 5.1 and (10) imply
∆w0ωi,ωi(hz) = h
w0ωi∆w0ωi,ωi(z) = h
w0ωi ,
which means that the map hw : Gw0,e → H can also be characterized by the following property:
(hw(g))w0ωi = ∆w0ωi,ωi(g), ∀g ∈ Gw0,e, i ∈ I. (28)
Let hwt : CGi → Ht be the restriction to CGi of the tropicalization of hw. For simplicity, let
hw−t(λ∨) := (hwt)−1(λ∨) ⊂ CGi
denote the preimage of λ∨ under the map hwt.
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Theorem 5.23. [5, Theorem 6.15] With respect to the chart xi, the image of hw
t lies in set of the
dominant weights X+∗ (H). So there is a direct decomposition:
CGi =
⊔
λ∨∈X+∗ (H)
hw−t(λ∨).
Moreover,
hw−t(λ∨) ∼= Bλ∨,
where Bλ∨ is the crystal associated with the irreducible G
∨-module with highest weight λ∨.
From [24, Lemma 3.10], the operators e˜i and f˜i on the crystal CGi can be written explicitly as follows.
Let v1, . . . , vm be the standard basis of Zm. Let
x :=
(
h,
∑
ξjvj
)
∈ CGi ⊂ L = X∗(H)× Zm.
Then the crystal operators on CGi are given by
f˜i
(
h,
∑
ξjvj
)
=
{(
h,
∑
ξjvj + vnf
)
if
(
h,
∑
ξjvj + vnf
)
∈ CGi ,
⊘ else;
e˜i
(
h,
∑
ξjvj
)
=
{(
h,
∑
ξjvj − vne
)
if
(
h,
∑
ξjvj − vne
)
∈ CGi ,
⊘ else.
The indices nf = nf (x, i) and ne = ne(x, i) are given by:
nf := min
{
l
∣∣∣ 1 6 l 6 m, il = i,Xl = min
l′
{Xl′ | il′ = i}
}
; (29)
ne := max
{
l
∣∣∣ 1 6 l 6 m, il = i,Xl = min
l′
{Xl′ | il′ = i}
}
,
where, for an index l,
Xl(x, i) =
l∑
k=1
aik,iξk.
As in Remark 5.3, here we drop the minus signs from the ij’s. Observe that, if x, e˜ix ∈ CGi , then
ne(x, i) = ne(e˜ix, i). (30)
Theorem 5.24. Consider the map ψi : C
G
i → CG
∨
i as in Theorem 5.21. Then for any i ∈ I,
ψi ◦ e˜i = e˜dii ◦ ψi, ψi ◦ f˜i = f˜dii ◦ ψi,
where we write e˜i, f˜i for the crystal operators in both C
G
i and C
G∨
i .
Proof. We will prove the statement for e˜i; the one for f˜i follows immediately from the crystal axioms.
Assume x, e˜ix ∈ CGi . By Theorem 5.21, we have ψi(x), ψi(e˜ix) ∈ CG
∨
i .
From ine(x,i) = i, one sees immediately that
ψi
(
e˜i
(
h,
∑
ξjvj
))
=
(
ψ(h),
∑
dijξjvj − divne(x,i)
)
.
By convexity of CG
∨
i , the lattice points between ψi(x) and ψi(e˜ix) are contained in C
G∨
i as well. We
will show that these are exactly the points obtained by repeatedly applying the operator e˜i in CG
∨
i .
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First, by the description above
e˜i
(
ψi
(
h,
∑
ξjvj
))
=
(
ψ(h),
∑
dijξjvj − vne(ψi(x),i)
)
∈ CG∨i .
Assume that ne(x, i) = ne(ψi(x), i). From (30) applied to the crystal CG
∨
i , one gets that
ne(e˜
k
i ψi(x), i) = ne(ψi(x), i) = ne(x, i),
for 0 6 k < di. So, applying e˜i repeatedly gives
ψi(e˜ix) = e˜
di
i ψi(x).
It remains to show that ne(x, i) = ne(ψi(x), i). Indeed,
Xl(ψi(x), i) =
l∑
k=1
(aT )ik,idikξk =
l∑
k=1
ai,ikdikξk =
l∑
k=1
diaik,iξk = diXl(x, i).
So,
ne(x, i) = max
{
l
∣∣∣ 1 6 l 6 m, il = i,Xl(x, i) = min
l′
{Xl′(x, i) | il′ = i}
}
= max
{
l
∣∣∣ 1 6 l 6 m, il = i, diXl(x, i) = min
l′
{diXl′(x, i) | il′ = i}
}
= max
{
l
∣∣∣ 1 6 l 6 m, il = i,Xl(ψi(x), i) = min
l′
{Xl′(ψi(x), i) | il′ = i}
}
= ne(ψi(x), i).
This proves the claim. ♦
Remark 5.25. Restricting to hw−t(λ∨) and identifying hw−t(λ∨) with Bλ∨ , Theorem 5.24 is a special
case of Kashiwara’s theorem as in [18, Theorem 5.1]. Note that Theorem 2.6 in [8] is also a special case
of Kashiwara’s theorem, as indicated by the authors.
6 Poisson-Lie Duality and Langlands Duality
In this section, we pass to the complex points of our varieties, and assume G is a (not necessarily
simply connected) semisimple complex Lie group. Let K be the compact real form of G. In [1], a
Poisson manifold PT (K∗) was constructed as a ‘tropical-limit’ of the dual Poisson-Lie group K∗. We
use our results here to compute the symplectic volume of symplectic leaves of PT (K∗).
6.1 The Poisson Manifold PT (K∗)
In this section we define the Poisson manifold PT (K∗). Let us first fix some notation.
It is shown in [23] that there is a standard Poisson-Lie structure πK on K which depends only on a
choice of invariant inner product (·, ·) on g. Let (K∗, πK∗) be the Poisson-Lie group dual to (K,πK).
The Lie groupK∗ can be identified withN−A, where G = N−AK is the Iwasawa decomposition of
G. We regardN−A as a subset of B− ⊂ Ĝ, where Ĝ is the universal cover of G. Let i = (i1, . . . , im) be
a double reduced word of (w0, e). Recall that for the seed σ(i), we have the following cluster variables
on Ĝw0,e ⊂ B− by (14):
∆k := ∆ukωik ,ωik , for k ∈ [1,m]; ∆k := ∆ωk,ωk for k ∈ [−r,−1]
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where uk = si1 · · · sik . The∆k’s determine a toric chart
σ(i) : (C×)m+r → Ĝw0,e, (31)
which is positively equivalent to xi.
The collection of functions
∆k,∆k, for k ∈ [1,m] and ∆k, for k ∈ [−r,−1]
determines a real coordinate system on an open dense subset of K∗. Note that for k ∈ [−r,−1], the
principal minor ∆k|K∗ is equal to its complex conjugate ∆k|K∗ .
In [1], we associated toK∗ a Poisson manifold PT (K∗) with a constant Poisson bracket πPT , which
we will now describe. Define
PT (K∗, σ(i)) := CGσ(i)(R)× (S1)m,
with coordinates
(λ−r, . . . , λ−1, λ1, . . . , λm, e
√−1ϕ1 , . . . , e
√−1ϕm) ∈ CGσ(i)(R)× (S1)m.
Let PT ◦(K∗, σ(i)) :=
(
CG
σ(i)(R)
)◦
× (S1)m be the Cartesian product of the interior of CG
σ(i)(R) and
(S1)m.
We introduce the detropicalization map Ls: For s < 0,
Ls : R
r+m → K∗
(λ−r, . . . , λ−1, λ1, . . . , λm, ϕ1, . . . , ϕm) 7→ σ(i)
(
esλ−r , . . . , esλ−1 , esλ1−
√−1ϕ1 , . . . , esλm−
√−1ϕm
)
,
where we recall σ(i) : (C×)m+r → B− is the toric chart given by the seed σ(i). We now define πPT as
follows.
Theorem 6.1. The following limit exists
lim
s→−∞
(
L∗s(sπK∗)
∣∣∣
PT ◦(K∗,σ(i))
)
.
It extends to a unique constant Poisson bivector πPT on PT (K
∗, σ(i)). Moreover, πPT is given explicitly
by
{λk, ϕp} = 0, for k > p; (32)
{λk, ϕp} = (ωik , ωip)− (ukωik , upωip), for k < p; (33)
{λk, λp} = {ϕk, ϕp} = 0. for all k, p.
Proof. The existence of the limit as a constant Poisson bivector is Theorem 6.18 of [1]. LetG∗ = (K∗)C
be the dual Poisson-Lie group of G. Note that G∗ ⊂ B×B−. Let (·)i denote the pull-back of the natural
projection of G∗ to the i-th factor. By [1, Equation (14)], the log-canonical part {·, ·}log of πK∗ is
{(∆k)1, (∆p ◦ τ)2}log
(∆k)1(∆p ◦ τ)2 = (ωik , ωip)− (ukωik , upωip).
By [20, Theorem 2.6, Remark 2.8], we have:
{(∆k)1, (∆p)1}log
(∆k)1(∆p)1
= (ωik , ωip)− (ukωik , upωip), where k 6 p.
Take this into [1, Theorem 6.16], one get desired formulas. ♦
Remark 6.2. Note that our normalization of the Poisson bracket here differs from that of [1] by a factor
of 2. We take the limit s → −∞ (rather than s → ∞) because we use ‘min’ for the definition of
tropicalization, rather than ‘max’ as was our convention in [1].
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6.2 Symplectic Leaves of PT (K∗)
In this section, we study the constant Poisson bracket πPT and show that the symplectic leaves of
PT (K∗, σ(i)) are exactly the fibers of the highest weight map. We continue with the notation from the
previous section, and fix a double reduced word i for (w0, e) as before. Recall e(i) ⊂ [1,m] is the set of
i-exchangeable indices. Note that ∆k = ∆w0ωik ,ωik for k ∈ [1,m]\e(i).
Proposition 6.3. For k ∈ [1,m]\e(i), the functions λk are Casimirs of the constant bracket πPT .
Proof. Let k ∈ [1,m]\e(i). By (32), we have {λk, ϕp} = 0 for p 6 k. All we need to show is
{λk, ϕp} = 0 for p > k. Since k ∈ [1,m]\e(i), we know p ∈ [1,m]\e(i) as well. Therefore, by (33),
{λk, ϕp} = (ωik , ωip)− (w0ωik , w0ωip) = 0,
because the bilinear form isW -invariant. ♦
Theorem 6.4. Let B be the matrix of Poisson brackets
B = [{λk, ϕs+}]m,
where k, s ∈ [−1,−r] ∪ e(i). Then B is of the form B = DB′, where
D = diag ((αi1 , ωi1), . . . , (αim , ωim)) = (1/di1 , . . . , 1/dim),
and B′ is a upper triangular positive integer matrix with diagonal elements being 1.
Proof. Recall that si is the simple reflection generated by αi. Note that siωi = ωi − αi, and sjωi = ωi
for j 6= i. By (11), we have ωik = ωik+ . Thus by (33):
{λk, ϕk+} = (ωik , ωik+ )− (ωik , sik+1 · · · sik+ωik+ )
= (ωik , ωik)− (ωik , sikωik) = (αik , ωik) > 0.
For k < s+ and s 6= k, we have
{λk, ϕs+} =
(
ωik , ωis+ − u−1k uk+ωis+
)
= c(αik , ωik)
for c ∈ Z>0, because ωi − vωi is a non-negative integer linear combination of αj’s and (αi, ωj) = 0 for
i 6= j. The bracket {λk, ϕs+} vanishes if k > s+ by (32). ♦
In what follows, we write hwtR : C
G
σ(i)(R) → Ht ⊗ R for the natural extension of the tropical map
hwt : CG
σ(i) → Ht to the real cone.
Theorem 6.5. The symplectic leaves in PT (K∗, σ(i)) = CG
σ(i)(R)× (S1)m are of the form
hw−tR (λ
∨)× (S1)m,
for λ∨ in the positive Weyl chamber of g∨.
Proof. Because of (26), we only need to show the statement for simply connected G. Recall from (28)
that
(hw(g))w0ωi = ∆w0ωi,ωi(g), ∀g ∈ Gw0,e, i ∈ I.
The tropicalization of hw with respect to the chart σ(i) can then be written as a linear combination of the
cocharacters w0α∨i ∈ X∗(H), with the tropical functions ∆w0ωi,ωi as coefficients:
hwtR =
∑
i
λ−i · (w0α∨i ) =
∑
i
∆tw0ωi,ωi · (w0α∨i ).
Together with the nondegeneracy of the matrix B in Theorem 6.4, this proves the claim. ♦
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Remark 6.6. There is a natural bijection between generic symplectic leaves of the PT (K∗) and generic
symplectic leaves ofK∗: Let (·)∗ be the anti-involution which picks out the compact real form K . Note
that the symplectic leaves onK∗ are the level sets of the following Casimir functions [23]:
C2i (b) := Tr (ρi (bb
∗)) , for b ∈ Im(K∗ →֒ B− ⊂ G) and i ∈ I,
where ρi : G→ Vωi is the fundamental G-representation with highest weight ωi.
Pick a unitary weight basis for Vωi and let ρi(b)j,k be the (j, k)-matrix entry of the matrix ρi(b) in
terms of this basis. The generalized minors ∆w0ωi,ωi satisfy, for h, h
′ ∈ H and E,E′ ∈ n,
∆w0ωi,ωi(hxh
′) = hw0ωih′ωi∆w0ωi,ωi(x), E ·∆w0ωi,ωi · E′ = 0.
Then, computing in terms of the matrix entries of ρi(b),
C2i (b) =
∑
j,k
|(ρi(b)j,k|2 = |∆w0ωi,ωi(b)|2 +
∑
j,k
∣∣∣ci,j (Fj ·∆w0ωi,ωi · Fk) (b)∣∣∣2
= |∆w0ωi,ωi(b)|2
1 +∑
j,k
∣∣∣∣ci,j (Fj ·∆w0ωi,ωi · Fk) (b)∆w0ωi,ωi(b)
∣∣∣∣2
 .
The second sum is over some non-zero sequences of indices j = (j1, . . . , jp) and k = (k1, . . . , kq). Here
Fj is shorthand for Fji · · ·Fjp ∈ U(g), and ci,j ∈ C are constants.
Recall the detropicalization map Ls. By [1, Theorem 4.13], under this change of coordinates,
lim
s→−∞
1
s
logCi = ∆
t
w0ωi,ωi
◦ pr1 = λ−i. (34)
As above, taking the limit s → −∞ (rather than t → ∞) is because we use ‘min’ for the definition of
tropicalization, rather than ‘max’ as was our convention in [1].
This can be summarized (non-precisely) as follows: Tropicalization of symplectic leaves of K∗ are
symplectic leaves of PT (K∗). In [3], three of the authors and Jeremy Lane build symplectic embeddings
from any symplectic leaf of PT (K∗) into the corresponding coadjoint orbit. These embeddings are not
actually globally defined, but they are defined off a subset of arbitrarily small symplectic volume. We
hope to establish (globally defined) symplectic embeddings in future work.
6.3 Comparison of Lattices
Fix G and K as before, as well as a double reduced word i for (w0, e). Let (K∗, πK∗) be the dual
Poisson-Lie group to K . If V is a n-dimensional real vector space and D ⊂ V , then a lattice in D is
subset of D of the form L ∩D, where L ∼= Zn is a lattice in V .
In this section, we use our results to compare two lattices on CG
σ(i)(R). The first lattice comes from
the crystal structure on CG
∨
σ∨(i). The integrable system on PT (K
∗, σ(i)) gives us the second lattice Λ,
which will be called Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice. The lattice Λ is built out of the lattice ψ−1(X∗(H)) ⊂ h
and a lattice in each integral symplectic leaf of PT (K∗).
Remark 6.7. The dual Poisson-Lie group K∗ is the same for both K and its universal cover K̂. But the
definition of both lattices on PT (K∗) involve X∗(H) ⊂ h∨. Therefore we are thinking of K∗ not just
as a Poisson-Lie group, but as a Poisson Lie group which is dual to a specific integration of k. Then K∗
carries an action ofK , which is called the dressing action.
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Now we will describe the lattice in the symplectic leaves of PT (K∗). The Bohr-Sommerfeld quan-
tization defines a lattice (integral affine structure) in the tangent spaces to leaves as follows. Assume
λ∨ ∈ h is a regular dominant weight of G such that
λ := ψ(λ∨) ∈ X∗+(H) ⊂ h∨.
Let hwt : CG
σ(i) → X∗(H) be the tropicalization of hw: Gw0,e → H relative to the chart σ(i), and let
hwtR be the natural extension of hw
t to the real cone CG
σ(i)(R).
We write
O(λ∨) := hw−tR (λ
∨)× (S1)m ⊂ PT (K∗, σ(i))
for the symplectic leaf over λ∨, and let
ωλ∨ := (πPT
∣∣
O(λ∨)
)−1
be the symplectic form on O(λ∨). Let ξ ∈ hw−t(λ∨) be the unique point in CG
σ(i)(R) such that
wttR(ξ) = hw
t
R(ξ) = λ
∨.
Consider the lattice X∗(S1)m ⊂ T1(S1)m of cocharacters of (S1)m; this lattice is generated by{
2π
d
dϕk+
∣∣∣ k = 1, . . . ,m} ;
recall that the angles of PT (K∗) are labeled by k+, where k ∈ [−r,−1] ∪ e(i). Thus the following{
v ∈ Tξ hw−tR (λ∨) | ωλ∨(v,X∗(S1)m) ⊂ 2πZ
}
(35)
is a lattice in Tξ hw
−t
R (λ
∨). The natural identification of hw−tR (λ
∨) with a subset of Tξ hw−tR (λ
∨) deter-
mines the lattice Λ˜ on hw−tR (λ
∨). Alternatively, we can think of the points of the set (35) as elements
of a (scaled) dual basis to X∗(S1)m, under the pairing given by the symplectic form. In our choice of
coordinates, the symplectic form is described by the matrix B in Theorem 6.4. So another description of
the lattice Λ˜ is
Λ˜ =
(
ξ +B (Z, . . . ,Z)T
)
∩ CGσ(i)(R). (36)
Together, the lattice in h ∼= h∗ and the lattices Λ˜ on the integral symplectic leaves determine the
Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice
Λ := B(Z, . . . ,Z)T +
{
ξ ∈ CGσ(i)(R) | ψ ◦ hwtR(ξ) = ψ ◦ wttR(ξ) = λ ∈ X∗+(H)
}
. (37)
In Appendix B the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattices are treated more generally. As a consequence of Lemma
B.2 and Theorem 6.23 of [1], the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice on PT (K∗) is independent of the choice of
toric chart σ(i).
Let us denote the real extension of the comparison map ψσ(i) as
ψRσ(i) : C
G
σ(i)(R)→ CG
∨
σ∨(i)(R).
Theorem 6.8. The comparison map ψσ(i) sends the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice to the lattice coming from
the crystal structure on CG
∨
σ∨(i), i.e. ψ
R
σ(i)(Λ) = C
G∨
σ∨(i).
Proof. From (36) and Theorem 6.4, we have
Λ˜ =
(
ξ +
(
0, . . . , 0,
1
di1
Z,
1
di2
Z, . . . ,
1
dim
Z
))
∩ CGσ(i)(R).
From Theorem 5.21, it is then clear that ψR
σ(i)(Λ˜) = (hw
∨)−t(λ). ♦
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6.4 Comparison of Volumes
As an application of the results of the previous section, we compare the symplectic volume of sym-
plectic leaves of PT (K∗) with that of symplectic leaves of k∗. We continue with the notation of the
previous section.
Definition 6.9 (Notation). Let L be a lattice in Rn. Then L induces a natural translation-invariant mea-
sure µL on Rn. For a compact domain U ⊂ Rn, let VolL(U) be the volume of U with respect to L. For
a symplectic form ω on U , let Volω(U) be the volume of U with respect to the Liouville form.
Recall that O(λ∨) = hw−tR (λ
∨)× (S1)m, then
Proposition 6.10. Using the notation just defined, we have
1
(2π)m
Volωλ∨ (O(λ
∨)) = VolΛ(hw−tR (λ
∨)). (38)
Proof. The Liouville measure of ωλ is a product of the translation-invariant measure µΛ on hw
−t
R (λ
∨)
and (2π)m times the normalized Haar measure on (S1)m. The proposition follows immediately by
Fubini theorem. ♦
As a consequence of Theorem 6.8, we have
VolΛ
(
hw−tR
(
ψ−1(λ)
))
= Volhw∨−t(λ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (λ)
)
. (39)
Recall the standard Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau Poisson structure πk∗ on k∗. For a fixed symplectic leaf,
denote by ωk∗ the corresponding symplectic form.
Theorem 6.11. Let ψ(λ∨) = λ ∈ X∗+(H) be a regular dominant integral weight of G. The sym-
plectic volume of the symplectic leaf O (λ∨) ⊂ PT (K∗, σ(i)) is equal to the symplectic volume of
Ok∗(
√−1λ) ⊂ k∗, the leaf through √−1λ ∈ t∗. That is,
Volωλ∨
(
O
(
λ∨
))
= Volωk∗ (Ok∗(
√−1λ)).
Proof. Let Vλ be the irreducible G-module with highest weight λ. Recall from Theorem 5.23 that
dim(Vλ) = #hw
∨−t(λ), the number of lattice points in hw∨−t(λ). Recall also that Weyl dimension
formula is:
dim(Vλ) =
∏
α>0
(λ+ ρ, α)
(ρ, α)
,
where ρ is the half-sum of positive roots of G. Let N be a positive integer. Then
lim
N→∞
#hw∨−t(Nλ)
Volhw∨−t(Nλ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (Nλ)
) = 1.
Also,
Vol
hw∨−t(Nλ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (Nλ)
)
= NmVol
hw∨−t(λ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (λ)
)
.
Therefore,
Volhw∨−t(λ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (λ)
)
= lim
N→∞
1
Nm
∏
α>0
(Nλ+ ρ, α)
(ρ, α)
=
∏
α>0
lim
N→∞
(
(λ, α)
(ρ, α)
+
1
N
)
=
∏
α>0
(λ, α)
(ρ, α)
.
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It is well known that
Volωk∗ (Ok∗(
√−1λ)) = (2π)m
∏
α>0
(λ, α)
(ρ, α)
, (40)
see for instance Section 3.5 of [19].
Combining (38), (39), and (40), we get the result. ♦
Corollary 6.12. For all λ∨ ∈ ψ−1(X∗+(H) + ρ), one has
dimVλ−ρ =
(∏
α>0
dα
)
· dimVλ∨−ρ∨ ,
where dα =
2
(α,α) and λ = ψ(λ
∨).
Proof. Given a reduced word i = (i1, . . . , im) of the longest element w0, positive roots can be written
in the following order:
αi1 , si1αi2 , . . . , si1 · · · sim−1αim .
Since the bilinear form isW -invariant, for positive root α = si1 · · · sij−1αij , we get:
(α,α) = (αij , αij ).
Then one has
∏
α>0 dα =
∏m
j=1 dij . By Theorem 6.11 and its proof, we get
dimVλ−ρ = Volhw∨−t(λ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (λ)
)
.
Taking the determinant of ψR
σ(i), one finds
Vol
hw∨−t(λ)
(
(hw∨)−tR (λ)
)
=
(∏
α>0
dα
)
· Volhw−t(λ∨)
(
hw−tR (λ
∨)
)
=
(∏
α>0
dα
)
· dimVλ∨−ρ∨ . ♦
In the following, we present a direct proof of Corollary 6.12. Let ψ(λ∨) = λ ∈ X∗+(H) and denote
ρ = 12
∑
α>0 α and ρ
∨ = 12
∑
α>0 α
∨ as before. Note ψ preserves the bilinear forms on h and h∗ and
commutes with theW -action.
Lemma 6.13. For each complex semisimple g one has for a formal parameter q,∏
α>0
(q
1
2
〈ρ∨,α〉 − q− 12 〈ρ∨,α〉) =
∏
α∨>0
(q
1
2
〈α∨,ρ〉 − q− 12 〈α∨,ρ〉).
In particular,
∏
α>0
〈ρ∨, α〉 = ∏
α∨>0
〈α∨, ρ〉.
Proof. Note we have the following Weyl denominator Formula:
eρ
∏
α>0
(1− e−α) =
∑
w∈W
(−1)ℓ(w)ewρ.
Let Q be the root lattice and Q∨ be the coroot lattice of g. Applying the ring homomorphisms
η : Z[
1
2
Q]→ Z[q± 12 ] : eβ 7→ q〈ρ∨,β〉; η∨ : Z[1
2
Q∨]→ Z[q± 12 ] : eβ∨ = q〈β∨,ρ〉
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to the Weyl denominator formula for Q and Q∨, we obtain∏
α>0
(q
1
2
〈ρ∨,α〉 − q− 12 〈ρ∨,α〉) =
∑
w∈W
(−1)ℓ(w)e〈ρ∨,wρ〉 =
∏
α∨>0
(q
1
2
〈α∨,ρ〉 − q− 12 〈α∨,ρ〉).
The second assertion follows by dividing both sides with the appropriate power of q
1
2 − q− 12 and taking
the limit as q 7→ 1. ♦
For λ∨ ∈ h and λ ∈ h∗, we rewrite the Weyl dimension formula: If λ ∈ X∗+(H) + ρ, then
dimVλ−ρ =
∏
α>0
(λ, α)
(ρ, α)
=
∏
α∨>0
〈α∨, λ〉
〈α∨, ρ〉 ,
where Vλ−ρ is the irreducible highest weight module with highest weight λ− ρ. Then:
Proof of Corollary 6.12. Indeed, Lemma 6.13 implies that
dimVψλ∨−ρ =
∏
α∨>0
〈α∨, ψλ∨〉
〈α∨, ρ〉 =
∏
α∨>0
〈ψα∨, λ∨〉
〈α, ρ∨〉 =
∏
α>0
dα〈α, λ∨〉
〈α, ρ∨〉 =
∏
α>0
dα · dimVλ∨−ρ∨ .
The corollary is proved. ♦
Appendices
A Example: Duality between B2 and C2
Note SO∨2n+1 = Sp2n. Let us focus on the case n = 2. Here we use an alternative description of
SO5. Denote
Jn =
 1. . .
1
 .
The group SO5 is isomorphic to
G = {X ∈ GL5 | XJ5XT = J5},
with Lie algebra:
g = {x ∈ gl(5) | x+ J5xTJ5 = 0}.
Cartan subalgebra:
h = {diag(x1, x2, 0,−x2,−x1)}.
Borel subalgebra:
b = g ∩ {upper-triangular matrices}.
Cartan matrix and a symmetrizer:
A =
[
2 −1
−2 2
]
=
[
1
2
] [
2 −1
−1 1
]
, D =
[
1
2
]
,
Orthonormal basis in h∗:
ζi : diag(x1, x2, 0,−x2,−x1) 7→ xi.
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Simple roots:
α1 = ζ1 − ζ2, α2 = ζ2.
Positive roots:
α1, α2, α3 := α1 + α2, α4 := α1 + 2α2.
Simple coroots:
α∨1 = diag(1,−1, 0, 1,−1); α∨2 = diag(0, 2, 0,−2, 0).
Simple root vectors:
F1 = E21 − E54; F2 = E32 − E43.
Fundamental weights:
ω1 = α3, ω2 =
1
2
α4.
Fundamental coweights:
ω∨1 = α
∨
1 +
1
2
α∨2 , ω
∨
2 = α
∨
1 + α
∨
2 .
Character lattice of the maximal torus:
X∗(H) = Z{α1, α2}.
Cocharacter lattice of the maximal torus:
X∗(H) = Z{ω∨1 , ω∨2 }.
Weyl group:
W = S2 ⋉ Z2, with generator s1, s2 satisfying (s1s2)
4 = 1.
The longest element:
w0 = (s1s2)
2 = (s2s1)
2.
Now let us compute the BK potential and the BK cone. Note that the lift of si to G is given by:
s1 = P1P4; s2 = P2P3P2; where Pi = Ei,i+1 − Ei+1,i.
And note (s1s2)2 = P1P2P3P4P1P2P3P1P2P1. Let
x = exp
(
ln(x1)ω
∨
1 + ln(x2)ω
∨
2
)
and
x−1(t) =

t−1
1 t
1
t−1
−1 t
 ; x−2(t) =

1
t−2
t−1 1
−12 −t t2
1
 .
Then for the longest word (s1s2)2, generic elements of the double Bruhat cell Gw0,e can be written:
xx−1(t1)x−2(t2)x−1(t3)x−2(t4) ∈ Gw0,e.
This element is equal to
x

1
t1t3
t1
t22
+
1
t3
t1t3
t22t
2
4
1
t2
t3
t2t24
+
1
t4
1
− 1
2t1
−(t3 + t2t4)
2
2t1t3t24
− t2 (t3 + t2t4)
t1t3
t22t
2
4
t1t3
1
2
1
2
(
(t3 + t2t4)
2
t3t24
+ t1
)
t4t
2
2
t3
+ t2 + t1t4 −
(
t22 + t1t3
)
t24
t3
t1t3

.
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Thus the potential is(
t1 +
(t3 + t2t4)
2
t3t24
)
+ t4 + x1 · 1
t1
+ x2
(
1
t4
+
t22 + t1t3
t2t3
)
,
which gives us the cone cut out by the inequalities:
x1 > t1 > 0;
x2 > t4 > 0;
2t2 > t3 > 2t4 > 0;
x2 > t2 − t1;
x2 > t3 − t2.
(41)
Now let us describe Sp4 as the dual of SO5. Denote
J ′2n =
[
Jn
−Jn
]
.
The group Sp4 is isomorphic to
G∨ = {X ∈ GL4 | XJ ′4XT = J ′4}
with Lie algebra:
g∨ = {x ∈ gl(4) | x− J ′xTJ ′ = 0}.
Cartan subalgebra:
h = {diag(x1, x2,−x2,−x1)}.
The Borel subalgebra:
b∨ = g ∩ {upper-triangular matrices}.
Orthonormal basis in (h∨)∗:
ζ∨i : diag(x1, x2,−x2,−x1) 7→ xi.
Simple roots:
β1 = ζ
∨
1 − ζ∨2 , β2 = 2ζ∨2 .
Positive roots:
β1, β2, β3 := 2β1 + β2, β4 := β1 + β2.
Simple coroots of g∨ are given by:
β∨1 = diag(1,−1, 1,−1); β∨2 = diag(0, 1,−1, 0);
Simple root vectors:
F1 = E21 − E43; F2 = E32.
Fundamental weights:
κ1 =
1
2
β3, κ2 = β4.
Fundamental coweights:
κ∨1 = β
∨
1 + β
∨
2 , κ
∨
2 =
1
2
β∨1 + β
∨
2 .
Character lattice of the maximal torus:
X∗(H∨) = Z{κ1, κ2}.
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Cocharacter lattice of the maximal torus:
X∗(H) = Z{β∨1 , β∨2 }.
To calculate the potential for G∨, we need the lift of si to G∨:
s1 = P1P3; s2 = P2; where Pi = Ei,i+1 − Ei+1,i.
Note (s1s2)2 = P1P2P3P1P2P1. Let
y∨ = exp
(
ln(y1)β
∨
1 + ln(y2)β
∨
2
)
and
x∨−1(t) =

t−1
1 t
t−1
−1 t
 ; x∨−2(t) =

1
t−1
1 t
1
 .
Then for the longest word (s1s2)2, generic elements of the double Bruhat cell G∨;e,w0 can be written:
y∨x∨−1(t1)x
∨
−2(t2)x
∨
−1(t3)x
∨
−2(t4) ∈ G∨;e,w0 .
This element is equal to
y∨

1
t1t3
t1
t2
+
1
t3
t1t3
t2t4
1
t1
t2
t1t3
+
t3
t1t4
t2t4
t1t3
−1 −t1 − t2
t3
− t3
t4
(
−t1 − t2
t3
)
t4 t1t3

.
Thus the potential is (
t1 +
t2
t3
+
t3
t4
)
+ t4 +
y21
y2
· 1
t1
+
y22
y21
(
(t1t3 + t2)
2
t2t23
+
1
t4
)
,
which gives us the cone cut out by the following inequalities:
2y1 − y2 > t1 > 0;
2y2 − 2y1 > t4 > 0;
t2 > t3 > t4 > 0;
2y2 − 2y1 > t2 − 2t1;
2y2 − 2y1 > 2t3 − t2.
(42)
Recall that ψ : X∗(H)→ X∗(H) is given by:
x1ω
∨
1 + x2ω
∨
2 7→ (x1 + x2)α1 + (x1 + 2x2)α2.
Then the map ψi : L → L∨ is given by:
(x1, x2; t1, t2, t3, t4) 7→ (x1 + x2, x1 + 2x2; t1, 2t2, t3, 2t4).
Thus it easy to see, after replacing (y1, y2; t1, t2, t3, t4) by (x1 + x2, x1 + 2x2; t1, 2t2, t3, 2t4), that the
real cone defined by (42) is the real cone defined by (41).
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B Bohr-Sommerfeld lattices and tropical Poisson varieties
In this section we extend the notion of a Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice to the category of tropical Pois-
son varieties, which we called PTrop in [1]. We will actually consider the category DecPTrop of
decorated tropical Poisson varieties. An object of DecPTrop is a tuple (C × T,Xt, π,hw, P ), where
• T is a connected subgroup of (S1)n;
• Xt = Hom(S1, (S1)n) ∼= Hom(C×, (C×)n) = ((C×)n)t;
• C ⊂ Xt ⊗ R is an open rational polyhedral cone inXt ⊗ Rn;
• π is a constant Poisson bivector on C× T , and the projections to C and T (both equipped with the
zero Poisson structure) are Poisson maps;
• P ∼= Zm−dim(T ) is a free abelian group;
• hw: Xt → P is a Z-linear map, so that fibers of the induced map hwR ◦pr1 : C × T → P ⊗ R
are the symplectic leaves of (C × T, π).
An example of a decorated tropical Poisson variety is(
PT (K∗), (Gw0,e)t, πPT ,hwt,X∗(H)
)
.
where tropicalization is taken with respect to the chart σ(i) given by (31).
An arrow inDecPTrop is a pair
(f, g) : (C × T,Xt, π,hw, P )→ (C′ × T ′,X ′t, π′,hw′, P ′)
where f : Xt → X ′t is a piecewise Z-linear map which is homogeneous in the sense that f(nx) = nf(x)
for n ∈ Z>0, and g : P → P ′ is a Z-linear map so that hw′ ◦f = g ◦ hw. We require that f induces a
map of cones f : C → C′, and, on each open linearity chamber C ⊂ C of f , the naturally induced map
C × (S1)n → f(C)× (S1)n′ restricts to a Poisson map f : C × T → f(C)× T ′.
There is an obvious forgetful functor from DecPTrop to PTrop.
Definition B.1. For a point λ ∈ P , consider the fiber Cλ := hw−1R (λ). For each x ∈ Cλ ∩Xt, there is
a lattice coming from π in the tangent space TxCλ, as in (35). We can realize this as a subset Λx of Cλ.
A decorated tropical Poisson variety is quantizable if, for any λ ∈ P and any x, y ∈ Cλ ∩Xt, one has
Λx = Λy. If C × T is quantizable, define the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice as
Λ :=
⋃
x∈hw−1(P )
Λx.
Our example PT (K∗) is quantizable, and that this definition of Λ agrees with the one in (37).
Because π is assumed to be constant, to check that C × T is quantizable it is enough to check that,
for some λ in the image of hw which is sufficiently far from 0, that
Xt ∩ C ⊂ Λx. (43)
Lemma B.2. Let (f, g) be an isomorphism of decorated tropical Poisson varieties:
(f, g) : (C × T,Xt, π, hw, P ) → (C′ × T ′,X ′t, π′, hw′, P ′).
Assume C× T is quantizable. Then C′× T ′ is quantizable. If Λ′ denotes the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice of
C′ × T ′, then f(Λ) = Λ′.
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Proof. Without loss of generality assume that P = P ′ and g = Id. First, we show that C′ × T ′ is
quantizable. Let λ ∈ P be in the image of hw and far from 0. Pick some point x ∈ Cλ ∩Xt which is
inside an open linearity chamber C of f and far from the boundary of C; note that C is a cone because
f is homogeneous. Let Cλ = C ∩ Cλ, and let L = Cλ × T . Then f induces a symplectomorphism
of L onto its image, and we have f(Λx ∩ Cλ) = Λ′f(x) ∩ f(Cλ). Since f is an isomorphism, one has
f(Xt ∩ Cλ) = X ′t ∩ f(Cλ). And since C × T is quantizable, one has Xt ∩ Cλ ⊂ Λx ∩ Cλ. Therefore
X ′t ∩ f(Cλ) ⊂ Λ′f(x) ∩ f(Cλ). Since we chose x to be far from the boundary of C , we can extend to all
of C′λ, and we have
X ′t ∩ C′λ ⊂ Λ′f(x).
By the criterion (43), since π′ is constant, this tells us that C′ × T is quantizable.
Now, let Λ′ be the Bohr-Sommerfeld lattice of C′×T ′. We will show that f(Λ) = Λ′. It is enough to
check that, for each open linearity cone C of f , that f(Λ ∩ C) = Λ′ ∩ f(C); one can then extend to the
boundary of C and f(C) by linearity. For this it is enough to check that f(Λx ∩C) = Λ′f(x) ∩ f(C) for
all x ∈ C ∩Xt. But this follows from f inducing a Poisson isomorphism from C × T to its image. ♦
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